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_WHO WE A RE
Back in the days, the most powerful Kings and Queens were not only advised by smart
and loyal ministers. On each court, there was a jester who spoke the truth. Inspired the
Emperor. And helped the ministers to communicate difficult messages.
We are modern-day jesters. The misfits among the consultants. The ones with the ideas
you have not heard a hundred times. The radical solutions. Always communicating in a
charming and elegant way.
We enable leaders to break old patterns of thinking and acting. We inspire, challenge,
and transform current thinking with daring ideas and the will to make them happen. We
tear down the laws of old industries, technological limits, and cultural habits to create
the truly unseen. We don’t optimize. We think radical.
We are honored to have a strategic partnership with McKinsey & Company. Jointly, we
can offer our clients the best of two worlds.

_WHY YO U S HOUL D JOIN
Learn one on one from top creative minds and experienced McKinsey consultants
Work for blue-chip clients as well as disruptive attackers across all industries
Gain international exposure across different markets, cultures, and continents
Have a highly challenging job that fosters and rewards creative, radical thinking
Do not waste your time on politics, routines, and barriers you might know from large
corporations – and traditional consultancies
Be part of a team of like-minded thinkers who believe that together they can solve any
problem

REMEMBER: WE ARE NOT PLAN B IF YOU CAN’T GET A JOB AT THE BIG THREE. WE ARE PLAN A.

_YOUR J OB
Your job is to consult clients to invent and do the new. In one-to-one contact and
together with JESTER leadership, colleagues, and clients. At the same time, we want
people who help us to further build and improve JESTER.
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_YOUR P ROF ILE
You are an exceptionally creative person and even if you've just entered the workforce,
you dare to imagine creative solutions for today's and tomorrow's business. Business
creativity comes in different shapes and from different sources: the way you look at data,
a new use of technology, a surprising perspective on society, or experience from artistic
activities.
You possess a high level of empathy, courage, and optimism. You have a natural drive to
challenge the status quo. You enjoy finding ways out of complicated situations. You think
like an entrepreneur. You can “own the room”.
You are skilled in common presentation tools and if not, you can master them in no time.
You are fluent in English and can express yourself verbally and in writing, discuss, argue,
and fight passionately for the right thing.
You are a team player through and through. You value other opinions and other ways of
thinking because embracing diversity is the only way to create something truly new. You
are eager to learn, but not afraid to teach the old guys a lesson.
You have a college degree or you do not have one. We do not tick boxes but are eager to
get to know you, understand what you did so far and how you can help us to make
JESTER better.

_YOUR BENEFITS
You join a young consultancy, born in the pandemic, with a lot of momentum. You
become part of an organization that grows faster than any of its peers. And so will you,
because at JESTER a constant stream of challenging high-level projects meets the
chance to build up a new consulting company at a very early stage. On the one hand, you
join a fast-paced start-up, on the other hand, this very company is a strategic partner of
McKinsey & Company, the world's most prestigious strategy consulting firm. For
consultants, JESTER is the most exciting place to be right now.
You work directly with the highly experienced founder team and McKinsey & Company
as our strategic partner. Also, you will work with our distinguished creative panel,
consisting of some of the most creative, renowned people in their respective fields, be it
cooking, art, music, or tech.
Obviously, you get a competitive salary + performance-based bonuses. Plus, a high
degree of freedom how/from where/... you work. We manage results, not processes.
Also, we will make one of your big wishes in life come true. Like, literally. You tell us
what you would love to do, and we will make it happen (most likely).
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IF YOU L IKE WHAT YOU SEE, USE THE CONTACT-FORM ON JESTER.WT F
OR DR OP OUR COO BEN A LINE.
YOU WILL HEAR F ROM US V E RY SOON.

DR. BENJAMIN BRUDLER
Founder & COO
bb@thejester.de

